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Abstract: Visual servoing is one of a method to control robot movement by installing the visual information into the feedback
loop. So, it is expected to enable robots to work in a constantly changing environment or unknown environment. Even now,
several methods have been studied to realize this. However, to recognize target object from images, some degree of predeﬁned
knowledge is needed. When it comes to using epipolar geometry, it’s difﬁcult to determine the corresponding point on images.
Therefore, our research group proposed a new system that performs visual servoing that can avoid corresponding points identiﬁcation problem. In our laboratory, we have been studying robots to explore the ocean. We would like to track new target sea
animals with visual servoing in the ocean. In this study, we examine whether this method can be used in the dark by conducting
experiments considering the dark environment such as the seabed.
Keywords: Visual servoing, Projection Method, 3D pose estimation,
1 INTRODUCTION

method to recognize and handle targets with speciﬁed feature
by applying a model-based matching method and genetic algorithm to clothing classiﬁcation work. At present, we are
focusing on recognition methods for targets in unknown environments that apply this technology. Object recognition
by image processing is a technique for recognizing an object
from acquired image information, and can grasp the position
and shape of the object. Our group is also working on the development of a vehicle that searches the seabed. We thought
that there are some creatures and resources that have not yet
been discovered in the sea, and the purpose is to ﬁnd them
during the underwater search. In other words, the future issue is whether visual servoing can be performed on targets
in unknown environments such as underwater. First, we use
the manipulator to conduct experiments as shown in Fig.1.
In this study, we verify the real-time position recognition and
tracking experiments for simulated marine organisms using
this method. The simulated marine organisms were installed
in a pool ﬁlled with water, and experiments were conducted
in an environment with steps and different brightness. I describe the position error and ﬁtness of the recognition value.

Currently, the aging is progressing in Japan. In addition,
with the declining birthrate, it is expected that the declining birthrate and aging will progress in the future. For this
reason, a decrease in the working population has become a
major problem. Robots are expected to play an active role in
various ﬁelds to compensate for the declining labor force. In
addition, what is required of robots has changed from the one
in which the operator works through the robot as before, to
the one in which the robot itself takes autonomous action in
a changing environment. Visual servo is one of the methods
for controlling robots.
This is a method of incorporating visual information obtained from a camera or the like into a feedback loop. Handeye camera robots are widely used for bin picking as industrial robots because of the convenience of freely selecting the camera viewpoint. However, since hand-eye camera
robots often use monocular hand-eye, there is a problem that
the position / orientation recognition accuracy in the camera
gaze depth direction is not good. For this reason, a recognition method combining a camera and a laser range ﬁnder
has also been studied. However, there is a premise that the
object is the same object, and if this is not satisﬁed, it will
be erroneously recognized and cause the robot to malfunction. Similar problems occur in information processing that
measures 3D position and orientation from compound-eye
camera image information. On the other hand, the research
on robot control based on visual servoing has proposed prediction technique of the moving matter using the movement
models and nonlinear observers. However, there is a problem that it takes time to make the recognition error close to
zero. Several years ago, our research group has proposed a
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Fig. 2. Overview of Projection-based Method
2.2 Deﬁnition of ﬁtness function
The image input from the left and right video cameras is
composed of hue value represented by 0 ∼ 359 and brightness represented by 0 ∼ 255. The ﬁtness function of hue
value is shown in Eqs. (1)-(4). The ﬁtness function of brightness value is shown in Eqs. (5)-(8). The search model consists of an inner region pin (I r ji (φjM )) and a outer region
pout (I r ji (φjM )) to evaluate the target and the hue and brightness changes around the target.
The total number of search points in the inner area is
Nin , and the total number of search points in the band area
is Nout . The evaluation value based on the hue value in
the right image regionIR rij is deﬁned as pRH (IR r ji (φiM )).
DH (IR r ji (φjM )) is the difference in hue value between the
model and the camera image. When the difference in hue
value is within 20, + 2 is added as an evaluation value in
the inner region and 0.1 is added in the outer region. If
it is higher than this, -1 is added as an evaluation value
in the inner area and -1 is added in the outer area.

Fig. 1. Experiment environment
2 TARGET POSITION / POSTURE RECOGNI-

TION METHOD
This chapter describes the projection-based matching
method, the deﬁnition of the ﬁtness function, and the threedimensional position/posture measurement method using
GA. This technique is based on the visual servo technology
which is a previous research of this laboratory.
2.1 Projection-based Matching Method
The object recognition technique used in the robot system
described in this paper requires still image recognition. Here,
therefore, the outline of a recognition method for a single still
image is described. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of
the projection-based matching method.
P
The reference point is the hand coordinate system H .
P
The reference coordinate system is W . The left camera
P
coordinate system is CL , the image coordinate system is
P
P
system is CR , and the
IL , the right camera coordinate
P
image coordinate system is IR . The target shown in the
left camera image is extracted as a model, and the position
/ posture φ = (CL zM i ,Hx θM ,Hy θM )in 3D space is determined by the genetic algorithm (GA) gene. At this time,
CL
xM iC and CL yM iC are obtained from CL zM iC . The
model is back-projected from the left camera image into the
three-dimensional space. A two-dimensional planar model is
obtained by reprojecting the image on the right camera. The
ﬁtness function is calculated and evaluated by matching the
plane model with the right camera image. Then, when the
position/posture φ (three variables) of the plane model coincides with the position/posture of the target, the value of the
ﬁtness function shows the maximum value.
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pRH ,out (IR r ji (φiM ))

=
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0.1, if(DH (IR r ji (φiM ))| ≤ 20)

3D space


−1, otherwise.

Σ

(3)











DH (IR r ji (φiM )) = |HIR (IR r ji (φiM )) − HM R,in (IR r ji (φiM ))|
(4)

Left image

2.3 Fitness function of brightness value
The evaluation value based on the brightness value in
the right image area IR rij is deﬁned as pRB (IR r ji (φiM )).
DB (IR r ji (φiM )) is the difference in brightness between the
model and the camera image. The method of adding evaluation values is the same as the ﬁtness function based on hue
values.
8
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(6)

pRH ,out (IR r ji (φiM ))
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(
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−1, otherwise.

(7)
DB (IR r ji (φiM )) = |BIR (IR r ji (φiM )) − BM R,in (IR r ji (φiM ))|
(8)
2.4 Fitness function of hue and brightness value
The ﬁtness function of hue and brightness value is shown
in Eqs. (9). FRH (φiM ) and FRB (φiM ) are the degree of
matching between the hue value and the brightness value described earlier.
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Fig. 3. Searching model
Optimal solution searching method using GA

There are various methods for searching and ﬁnding the
maximum value of the ﬁtness function, but the simplest and
simplest method is the whole search method. In this method,
the maximum value is found by calculating all function values, and the maximum value is always found, but it is inefﬁcient. In other words, they have drawbacks such as spending a lot of computation time. The target visual servoing
is a moving image recognition in real time, and it is important that the calculation processing is short for moving image recognition. In this study, by applying GA to optimum
solution search, maximum value search processing was efﬁciently carried out in short time. Then, when GA converges
to some extent, the position/posture of the target can be measured by considering the position/posture of the solid model
determined by the gene of GA as the position/posture of the
target. Therefore, real-time Multi-Step GA is used in this
study. Figure 4 shows the search process using GA. This advances the GA for the input image only until the next image
is input at the video rate (33 [ms]). It is a recognition method
to output an individual giving the highest ﬁtness at that time
as a position and posture at that time.
1st generation

2nd generation

Target
Object
Model
16

FR (φiM ) = FRH (φiM ) + FRB (φiM ) − (FRH (φiM ) × FRB (φiM )
(9)
The right image and the reprojected plane model are evaluated using the ﬁtness function FR (φiM ). This ﬁtness function FR (φiM ) is a function which uniquely determines the
position/posture information of a model inverse-projected in
space, and if the inverse-projected model coincides with the
target, the target and the search model should also coincide in
the right image. However, when FRH (φiM ) ≤ 0, FRH (φiM )=
0. when FRB (φiM ) ≤ 0, FRB (φiM )= 0.
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Fig. 4. Searching process using GA
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3 EXPERIMENT
In this chapter, we conducted experiments to conﬁrm that
real-time position recognition is possible for underwater targets in dark environments with an illuminance of 5 [lux] or
less. First, the experimental environment, experimental contents, and experimental results are described and discussed.
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3.1 Fixed target experiment in the dark environment
3.1.1 Experiment environment
The actual sea area is in the difﬁcult place to reach the
dark light. Therefore, an experiment was conducted to
see if the camera could be recognized even in dark conditions. Real-time recognition was performed in a dark environment with the target ﬁxed in water. The distance from
the hand coordinate system to the target was (x, y, z) =
(−40, 20, 840)[mm], and recognition was performed for 60
seconds. Figure 5 is an image captured by the left and right
cameras. Position recognition is assumed to be possible if
the average error of the X and Y coordinates is within 1/3 of
the size of the target and the average error of the Z coordinates is within 50[mm]. The size of Target in the X direction
is 185[mm] and the size in the Y direction is 130[mm]. The
allowable error of Target is (x, y, z) = (61, 43, 50)[mm] The
reason why a large error is allowed only by the Z coordinate
is that the recognition distance is more than 800[mm].
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Fig. 6. Result of experiment in X
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Fig. 7. Result of experiment in Y
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Fig. 5. Image of right camera
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3.1.2 Experimental results and discussion
The experimental results are shown in Fig.6 ,7and 8 are
the results of X, Y and Z, respectively. Figure 9 shows the
result of the ﬁtness value. The average of the measured values was (x, y, z) = (−45, 20, 840)[mm]. The average error
was (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) = (5, 2, 28)[mm]. The average ﬁtness
value was 0.94.
From the experimental results, the average error of the X,
Y, and Z coordinates are within the set target average error,
so it is considered that the target can be recognized even in a
dark environment.
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Fig. 9. Result of ﬁtness
3.2 Height difference recognition experiment in dark

Fig. 10. schematic view

environment
It was possible to recognize the ﬁxed target on the
plane.However, the natural environment is not a plane but
an environment with a difference in elevation. Therefore, the
next experiment was conducted in a dark environment with a
height difference.
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3.2.1 Experiment environment
Figure 10 outlines the experimental environment. The
targets are Target 1 (crab) and Target 2 (starﬁsh). Recognition from Target 1 to Target 2 was performed twice and
position data was output. The coordinates of Target 1 are
(x, y, z) = (−170, 0, 740)[mm]. The coordinates of Target
2 are (x, y, z) = (170, −80, 840)[mm]. As in the previous
experiment, position recognition is assumed to be possible if
the average error of the X and Y coordinates is within 1/3 of
the size of the target and the average error of the Z coordinates is within 50[mm]. The size of Target 1 in the X direction is 185[mm] and the size in the Y direction is 130[mm].
The size of Target 2 in the X direction is 73[mm] and the size
in the Y direction is 73[mm]. That is, the allowable error of
Target 1 is (x, y, z) = (61, 43, 50)[mm]. The allowable error
of Target 2 is (x, y, z) = (24, 24, 50)[mm].
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Fig. 11. The result of target1 and target2 position in X-Y
axises
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Target 2
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Target 1

3.2.2 Experimental results and discussion
The experimental results are shown in Fig.11 and Fig.12.
The ﬁrst measured value of Target 1 was (x, y, z) =
(−153, −13, 738)[mm], and the second time was (x, y, z) =
(−163, −23, 743)[mm]. The average error from the measured values was (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) = (17, 13, 2)[mm] for
the ﬁrst time. The second time was (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) =
(7, 23, 3)[mm]. The ﬁrst measured value of Target 2
was (x, y, z) = (153, −79, 795)[mm] and the second was
(x, y, z) = (146, −82, 793)[mm] . The average error from
the measured values was (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) = (17, 1, 46)[mm]
for the ﬁrst time. The second time was (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) =
(24, 2, 47)[mm].
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Fig. 13. The result of target1 and target2 ﬁtness
From the experimental results, the average error of the X,
Y, and Z coordinates was within the set target average error
in each of Target 1 and Target 2. As can be seen from Fig.12,
Target 1 has more vibration than Target 2. The ﬁtness of Target 1 and 2 is shown in Fig.13. As can be seen from Fig.13,
Target 2 has better the ﬁtness than Target 1. Therefore, it is
considered that the vibration at the Z-axis position is larger
than Target 1. From these results, it is considered that the
targets can be recognized even in the dark environment with
height difference.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, it can be proven that real-time recognition
under dark environment by this method is possible. Even
if the target has almost no hue value, the target can be recognized with a small amount of light. This indicates that it
can be adapted to unknown environments such as the seabed.
In order to conduct experiments in actual sea areas using the
underwater vehicle, we are considering the recognition of the
environment considering turbidity as a future issue.
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